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The Opportunity
Every partner today understands that embracing the cloud is key to continued prosperity, if not outright survival.
IDC forecasts that worldwide public IT cloud spending will exceed $141B by 2019, and will grow almost six times
faster than overall IT spending¹.
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Clearly, no partner can afford to ignore this trend. No matter what form of cloud services your business offers, this business
opportunity is almost unprecedented.

¹ source is The Modern Microsoft Partner Series, 2016
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Top 6 Cloud Verticals
Certain industries are especially attractive when it comes to the cloud. As the following graph illustrates, recent AMI
research identified that six industries in particular are likely to represent 80 percent of IT spend² when it comes to
vertically-specific line of business applications.

Retail
Banking / Financial
Healthcare
Process Manufacturing
Professional Services
Discrete Manufacturing

8%
8%

12%
15%

18%
19%

Time is now of the essence. Even as you read this, your competitors are aggressively seeking to build their own
cloud market share by winning over your customers and displacing you as their IT provider of choice.

$ $

² source is AMI Partners SMB research, 2016

Public cloud spending will exceed $141B
by 2019, and will grow almost six times
faster than overall IT spending.
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The Challenge
As attractive as the overall opportunity is, the cloud is definitely not business as usual. It is critical to understand that the
cloud represents a fundamental shift in what customers want to buy, and how they buy it:

1.

Cloud customers buy business outcomes that matter to them, not technology in and of itself. In short, the cloud

customer demands packaged, industry or function-specific solutions that deliver immediate and tangible business
value. Customers are shifting the upfront risk of technology purchase from their balance sheet to yours³. So what a
partner sells in the cloud changes radically from the past. To succeed in the cloud, you must first develop offerings that
are far more “productized”. In other words, out-of-the-box offerings that can be implemented quickly and at low cost,
and that deliver immediate business utility. Relying on the services-heavy engagements of the past to sustain the
traditional partner business model is all but guaranteed to fail.
But the challenge does not end there. Cloud offerings must also be easy to consume, rather than complex and unwieldy.
Feature-based differentiation as a source of competitive advantage⁴ is all but dead. Results-based differentiation is the
name of the game in the cloud.

The cloud is not business as usual. Cloud customers
buy business outcomes rather than technology
itself, and insist on controlling their buying process.

³ for more detail, see Consumption Economics, by JB Wood, Technology Services Industry Association
⁴ for more detail, see Complexity Avalanche, by JB Wood, Technology Services Industry Association
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2.

Cloud customers insist on controlling their buying process, rather than being subjected to a partner’s selling

process. They actively research alternatives online, and form strong impressions of what is right for them, based on
what they discover on the Internet. Customers will find you before you can find them. They actively avoid contact
with a salesperson until they are ready to buy. Marketing has therefore displaced sales as the primary revenue
acquisition driver, and is responsible for large segments of what was historically considered the sales process. For
its part, sales must be done largely remotely, and far more cost-effectively. This requires a totally revamped sales
methodology, and almost invariably different sales professionals. You need to possess very different sales and
marketing infrastructure to compete for cloud business.

The cloud is not business as usual. Cloud customers
buy business outcomes rather than technology
itself, and insist on controlling their buying process.

The impact of all this on the traditional partner business model could not be more significant, or fundamental. If you
attempt to “ride” your existing operating and financial model into the cloud, you will only find significant declines in
revenue and margin as customers resist large upfront costs for IT projects, opting for pay-as-you-go cloud solutions
instead. In the end, there will be no profits left for those who do not adapt to changing demand patterns and develop
subscription-based offerings that produce long-lasting recurring revenue streams.
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The Business Impact
Meeting the challenges just described requires that you make certain upfront investments to transform your
business model, like an ante to the cloud game. There are real costs associated with developing truly differentiated
cloud offerings, as well as building adequate cloud customer acquisition and retention engines.
Revenue, however, is far more “annuitized”; it comes in over time in the form of subscriptions for both products
and services. While you can still charge for some services upfront, the customer appetite for the large-scale capital
investments in technology is significantly less in the cloud.

The need for both material upfront investments and subscription revenue
received over time has two main effects:
1.

Operating cash flow is invariably negative in the short term, and lasts for a non-trivial period of time.

2.

This cash flow deficit must be somehow funded until cloud revenue momentum is firmly established and new,
cloud-based recurring revenue streams have built up to a level adequate to cover ongoing operating costs.

Compounding this is the fact that cloud market share must be gained quickly. The very nature of customer
subscriptions to a cloud offering is that it confers a strong first-mover advantage. In other words, once a customer
has subscribed to your cloud offering, it becomes your business to lose. It simply costs more to win over a customer
from a competitor than it does to retain the business. Adding to this is the fact that once a competitor has earned a
certain market share, they have strong momentum and consequently, a lower customer acquisition cost. So the
cloud is literally a “race” to a meaningful market share in one’s chosen segment, and that race is on now.

To truly meet cloud demand, you must make certain
upfront investments. Transitioning to a cloud business
model therefore requires adequate capitalization.

You simply must put a “fence” around as big a customer base as possible, before someone else does.
Inertia more or less does the rest in terms of generating long-term profitability, as long as “core” gross margin
levels are healthy. (More on that in the next section, The Hierarchy of Margin.)
Transitioning to a cloud business model, for all these reasons, requires adequate capitalization. The level of
investment needed varies from partner to partner, but in the end must be funded by some combination of
operating profits and/or outside capital injection.
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The Hierarchy of Margin
The simple fact is that not all partner revenue streams are created equal⁵. In practice, the partner business model is
some combination of four fundamental revenue streams. Each has their own structural limit in terms of margin
potential. Put another way, each revenue stream realistically will not exceed certain levels. This margin hierarchy is
illustrated in the following graphic.
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⁵ source is CloudSpeed Partner Benchmarking data
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The core reasons that it is difficult to exceed certain
gross margin levels for each revenue stream are:
1.

Product resale. By itself, the simple act of “reselling” almost any individual element of technology

(whether software or hardware) does not add significant value to the end customer. It is purely a distribution
function, and invariably a low-margin activity in any industry. Moreover, the cloud customer’s ability to buy
online and effectively “self-serve” results in decreased margin potential. On an ongoing basis, regardless of
software publisher, it is rare that simple reselling would command more than 20 percent in gross margin for you,
and often it will be less.

Not all revenue streams are created equal. Financial
success in the cloud is all about building high-margin,
subscription-based revenue streams.

2.

Project services are worth more to the end customer, because they customize or configure technology

solutions to address specific business issues or requirements. But technology projects are delivered primarily using
human labor, and there is simply a limit to how many billable hours any individual can generate for you, no matter
how talented or well-managed. Utilization is key to profitability here, and even if you manage your utilization well,
you will probably struggle to exceed 35 percent gross margins over the long term. More importantly, this is not a
recurring revenue stream, so you must secure a continuous stream of new projects to remain financially healthy.
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3.

Managed services, such as contracted support, benefit from the “assurance effect”. In other words, a customer

buys the assurance and “peace of mind” of knowing they can access help if needed, whether or not they actually do.
Over time, the customer tends to have a decreased need for actual support and so your costs decline, while revenue
remains relatively constant as the customer continues to willingly pay for the assurance that support is there if needed.
For this reason, managed services typically achieve gross margin levels of around 45 percent. Because managed
services are contracted, they are also a recurring revenue stream, making them far more durable and predictable as
well as profitable. They often anchor a partner’s cloud offering, because many customers simply do not have adequate
internal resources with cloud expertise, and find it more cost-effective to outsource their IT management.

$
4.

$

$

Packaged IP carries the highest margin potential because it is fundamentally a product, and not dependent

on human resources to deliver to each and every customer. Once a product is developed, the incremental cost of
delivering it to a customer is very low and in fact, it becomes lower the more you sell. Gross margin levels of 65
percent or better are common when you sell your own IP. And in the cloud, far more partners are able to leverage
past project work to create and sell their own product, using Microsoft tools like Flow to reduce development costs
and AppSource to expand sales reach. The monetization of packaged IP is truly no longer the exclusive domain of
Independent Software Vendors. Finally, if sold as a subscription, packaged IP can become another critical recurring
revenue stream for you.
Bottom line, your success in the cloud hinges on the degree to which you shift your focus in favor of revenue streams
that are more based on managed services and packaged IP, and sold as subscriptions.
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The Cloud Business Model
As we’ve seen, financial success in the cloud is all about building high-margin, subscription-based recurring revenue
streams. This ensures long-term structural profitability, even as you navigate the short-term cash flow trough
associated with transitioning your business model. Subscription-based revenue streams, simply put, are more
durable. They last longer. And in the cloud, they are also the fastest growing.
Based on a recent study of leading Microsoft Cloud Partners⁶ , both the expected lifespans and growth rates of
different revenue streams show stark differences:

Expected Duration (Years)
2.3
2.9

Hardware Revenue
Professional Services Revenue
3rd Party Software Revenue

3.9

Own IP Revenue

6.0

Managed Services Revenue
Cloud Subscription Revenue

6.9

8.6

Expected Growth (%)

8.8%

8.8%

14.5%

3rd Party Software Revenue

Hardware Revenue

Professional Services Revenue

15.6%

33.4%

39.3%

Managed Services Revenue

Cloud Subscription Revenue

Own IP Revenue

It is also important to note that in the cloud, subscription-based revenue streams are built over time. In other words, a “land
and expand” sales and marketing approach is needed to ensure that lifetime customer value is optimized. This is essential to
securing both revenue durability and high revenue growth rates.

⁶ source is CloudSpeed Partner Business Valuation Study, 2016
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The Payoff
The simple fact is that the cloud has dramatically changed what a partner business is worth. “Traditional” business
models are dropping in value today because they have very little recurring revenue – almost all revenue must be
re-sold each year, making the business subject to far more risk at a time when the clear customer preference is for
subscription-based cloud offerings.

$

The simple fact is that the cloud has dramatically
changed what a partner business is worth. Traditional
business models are dropping in value as cloud-based
business valuations are rising.

Businesses that focus on generating cloud-based recurring revenue streams, though, are rising in value because their
revenue is far more predictable, and lasts far longer into the future. If you are building high-margin recurring revenue
streams based on your own managed services and/or own IP, your business valuation is significantly higher.
The difference in potential company valuation is illustrated below, based on IDC research⁷. While not every partner
owner looks to sell their business today, no owner wants to pour their efforts and money into building a business asset
that has a declining value.

Potential Valuation

Traditional
Revenue Business

Recurring Revenue
(Cloud) Business

Revenue Multiple

0.2-1.5x

2-6x

EBITDA Multiple

2-2.5x

5-14x

⁷ source is IDC Partner Valuation Study, 2014
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The Time for Action is Now
In order to profitably navigate the transition to a cloud-first world, you must capitalize on recurring revenue streams by
fielding packaged industry or function-specific offerings and aggressively acquiring cloud customers, while adequately
capitalizing yourselves to fund the investments needed to transition your business model.
The reward is a substantial increase in company valuation, but the time for action is now.

Next Steps
If you haven’t already, read the Packaged Offer Development Keys e-book to learn how to cost-effectively develop and
bring your packaged offer to market.
To establish for yourself what your cloud financial opportunity is, check out the online Cloud Business Modeling Tool.
You can try different business scenarios by entering your own assumptions in terms of customer adds, deal structure,
customer acquisition costs, and needed investments based on your new packaged offers. See what the impact would be
on your P&L, cash flow, and what your business would be worth as a result. Taking these steps will ensure your financial
blueprint for success in the cloud is sound and compelling.

Packaged Offer Development Keys

Cloud Business Modeling Tool
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